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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ORF improves catch rate to 99.32% in 3rd 
VBSpam testing period 
BUDAPEST - September 15th, 2010 - Vamsoft ORF, leading software based anti-spam solution for 

Microsoft® Exchange and IIS SMTP was awarded the VBSpam Verified award for the third straight 

time since enrolling in the test in May. 

The independent test conducted by Virus Bulletin's Anti-spam team included 19 leading spam 

filtering solutions from around the world. The aim of the testing is to benchmark available spam 

filters in their ability to protect inboxes from the onslaught of spam e-mails. The testing and 

verification procedure has become an industry standard in the measuring and benchmarking the 

efficiency of anti-spam solutions. 

Of the 19 products evaluated during the 1 week period, ORF managed to improve its already 

outstanding spam catch rate to 99.32%. The 4 month 0.00% false positive streak was somewhat 

distorted by 2 senders with domains registered on the SORBS DUL list due to misconfigured 

static/dynamic IP ranges. 

"DNS Blacklists provide excellent quality information about email sources, but some of them are 

riskier than others. In this particular case, we took the calculated risk of using a list that indicates 

dynamic IP addresses and it fired back. Due to the lack of widely deployed Internet standards for 

indicating dynamic IP ranges, maintaining a good list of these is particularly challenging and thus 

riskier than your average DNSBL. This is another excellent example how the chance for false 

positives grows in the battle for the higher spam catch rate. The great thing about ORF is that it 

enables full control over the aggressiveness of filtering, thus lets you make the optimal decision 

for your setup." - explained Peter Karsai, Product Development Director of ORF. 

About ORF 

ORF is a spam filtering solution developed by Vamsoft Ltd., an independent Hungarian software 

developer since 2002. ORF provides a vast range of tools for Microsoft® Exchange and IIS SMTP to 

correctly identify spam especially in a multi language environment.  

ORF also comes with intuitive and detailed reporting features which enable system administrators to 

overview and manage spam threats with unprecedented ease. ORF is sold to 94 countries around the 

world to SMBs to Enterprise level companies and governmental institutions. 

About VBSpam 

After more than a decade of experience in the field of anti-malware testing, Virus Bulletin began 

running an anti-spam testing and certification scheme at the beginning of 2009. The VBSpam test 

has since become a recognized industry standard. 

The test uses Virus Bulletin's live email stream, which is sent to all the filters participating in the 

test in random order, thus exposing each to exactly the same email stream, in real time. The test 

measures both the false positive rate and the spam catch rate of the products, and VBSpam 

certifications are awarded to products that exceed a predefined benchmark based on both 

measurements. 
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